
Project: Promotion of Lombriculture

Objective: To promote the use of worm castings for use as natural 
fertilizer in the form of enhanced compost.

Purpose:  Increase garden production and yield at zero cost and 
without the use of chemical fertilizers.

Result: Successful demonstration of the worm raising process and the 
benefits of using the enhanced compost in garden settings.



Personal Experience with PROMOTION OF LOMBRICULTURE: 

As an agricultural volunteer maintaining a healthy, productive garden is one of the best ways to passively 
demonstrate a grasp of agricultural knowledge to passers by and members of the community with 
whom a volunteer might not currently be actively engaged.

My house - and my garden - sit along side the community church. While this can be a bit of a headache 
during Sunday school hours or the times I walk outside to find 30 people looking back at me as they wait 
for some community meeting to begin, it’s also a bit of a plus - because everyone gets to see my 
garden. It generates interest - and the more I have going on inside of it, the more interest it generates.

The size and health of some of the garden’s vegetables aren’t easily demonstrated over time. These 
types of things are only really noticed during harvest or just before. Many times when it’s pointed out 
that a vegetable or crop is particularly nice or large or what have you, it’s easy to work into conversation 
that that is a result of having made the soil healthier through the application of worm compost - 
something that’s free of cost and free of chemical fertilizers. Those opportunities for conversation 
though, seem few and far between. 

A more common occurrence is for folks to take an interest in the odd series of boxes I’ve built alongside 
the church fence out of old boards, broken bricks, bamboo, feed sacks and banana leaves. This is my 
three-step compost system that ends with traditional compost being “feed” to a worm colony, which 
then digests the material and leaves behind an even finer, more potent version. People are always quick 
to realize the texture and smell of the material is almost exactly that of good fresh soil from the forest 
floor - and then nod in agreement that getting it out of the box is a lot easier then hauling it from the 
woods. 

The worms have interested people for a variety of reasons, from their use to make “super-compost”, to 
raising them as a feed supplement for chickens, to their inevitable use as easily obtained fishing bait.  
Several community members have expressed an interest raising worms - by using a starter batch of the 
rapidly reproducing California Red’s from my box - and a few have even started to build boxes of their 
own.

(written July 2011 based on observations between June 2009 - July 2011)


